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Your project

Your final task is to invent your own IoT device using what you 
have learned on this course.

The next slides will give you some ideas, but you can invent 
your own projects, too!

There are extra NeoPixel lights available if you want them. 
They can be chained together very easily if you want to use 
more pixels or different shapes.

You can also ask for additional hardware or even 3D print a 
case for your project if you want.



Smart Lighting System

This is a continuation of your smart lighting system from the 
previous lesson.

Make it bigger, better fancier. Maybe control more than one 
light, or have a really nice app for controlling them. 

Perhaps integrate a notification sent to you by IFTTT when 
the lights are turned on or off?



Infinity mirror

Mirror behind, semi-reflective sheet in front.

Install neopixels around the edges and then you can animate 
them or chose different colours from your smart lighting 
system app.

http://www.instructables.com/id/Easy-Infinity-Mirror-With-
Arduino-Gemma-NeoPixels/

https://blog.adafruit.com/2014/04/14/building-a-mind-boggl
ing-infinity-mirror-using-adafruit-neopixels/

https://www.hackster.io/Lucas_Ainsworth/kaleidoscope-infin
ity-mirror-bdcd36

http://www.instructables.com/id/Easy-Infinity-Mirror-With-Arduino-Gemma-NeoPixels/
http://www.instructables.com/id/Easy-Infinity-Mirror-With-Arduino-Gemma-NeoPixels/
https://blog.adafruit.com/2014/04/14/building-a-mind-boggling-infinity-mirror-using-adafruit-neopixels/
https://blog.adafruit.com/2014/04/14/building-a-mind-boggling-infinity-mirror-using-adafruit-neopixels/
https://www.hackster.io/Lucas_Ainsworth/kaleidoscope-infinity-mirror-bdcd36
https://www.hackster.io/Lucas_Ainsworth/kaleidoscope-infinity-mirror-bdcd36


Weather reactive light

Make a light that reacts to the weather!

Here is a project which you can use the code from:

https://learn.adafruit.com/feather-weather-lamp/overview

It uses the Yahoo! Weather API to get the current weather, 
then displays different animations based on the response. 

You can modify the animations to suit your own needs, or just 
copy the code for getting and interpreting the weather codes 
it sends back and integrate into your own project.

https://learn.adafruit.com/feather-weather-lamp/overview


IFTTT Notifier

In principle, IFTTT Webhooks can send notifications to your 
ESP8266. The problem is that this needs the external (not 
internal to our school network) IP address of your board.

The school firewall would also have to allow your request 
through, which it might not. You can try, though...

If you want to go this way, you can look at “dynamic DNS” 
services, or using IFTTT to email or tweet your IP address so 
you can access it from outside.

This is hard, and might not work within the school network.



IFTTT Notifier the cheesy way

There is a solution, though!

You can use IFTTT to send a tweet, then use your esp8266 to 
look up a particular URL to find the latest tweet and react to 
it.

This needs some fancy text processing, but it works...



Wearable LEDs

Make the NeoPixel lights into some wearable LED clothing or 
jewellery.

Have an app to set the colour or pattern of the LEDs, or make 
it react to a connected sensor.

https://youtu.be/5r3g65XpdAA

https://youtu.be/5r3g65XpdAA


Countdown timer

Make a countdown timer that illuminates (or turns out the 
lights) after a certain time, then sends a notification via IFTTT 
as well!

Use it for timing your homework and revision breaks, or 
cooking, or…

You could set and start the time with an app or just build in a 
set time.



IoT Sensors

We have many sensors available:

● Light
● Humidity
● Temperature
● Air quality
● Etc

You can connect one of these to your ESP8266 then use it to 
tweet out, email, or add the readings to a google spreadsheet 
for monitoring your sensor. 

If you have a specific idea, ask and I’ll help you with the code 
for the sensor.



Tablet / phone notifier

Make an app that sends an alert and changes the lights if your 
tablet is moved (use the accelerometer).

Make an app that checks for Android notifications and 
changes the light to match when you get one.



Your Personal Light Pattern

Make an app where you type in your name, and then it does 
some operations to turn the letters of your name into a light 
pattern and sets the LEDs to match.

E.g. you could do a = 1, b=2 etc to set the brightness.

Or vowels could be one colour and consonants another.

Or program a specific colour for each letter.

Or you could look at using “hash functions” to make a unique 
pattern from each name.



More project ideas

https://learn.adafruit.com/adafruit-neopixel-uberguide/the-
magic-of-neopixels

https://learn.adafruit.com/glowing-beehive-hairdo-wig

https://learn.adafruit.com/animated-neopixel-gemma-glow-f
ur-scarf

https://learn.adafruit.com/halo-energy-sword

https://learn.adafruit.com/category/feather

https://learn.adafruit.com/bluetooth-controlled-neopixel-hea
dphones?view=all
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https://learn.adafruit.com/bluetooth-controlled-neopixel-headphones?view=all

